
DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE PROVIDED

The project involved the replacement of the bridge at the 
point where the Rome-Formia railway line (km 17+497) 
crossed above the via Ardeatina highway, at Falcognana, in 
zone IX of the city of Rome.

The activities involved the demolition of the existing struc-
ture, a brickwork bridge with a single oblique arch, and its 
replacement with a new box-structure reinforced concrete 
bridge. The existing archway was too small for the vehicle 
traffic using the via Ardeatina below the railway, since its 
width and height were insufficient for the profiles of the ve-
hicles using the road, which were thus continually scraping 
against the brickwork arch. Moreover the road, which was 
suitable up to that point for category C1, narrowed at the 
bridge and went around a double bend.

It was therefore necessary to replace the brickwork arch 
with a reinforced concrete box structure designed to in-
crease the vertical clearance sufficiently to allow even 
heavy vehicles to pass, and to increase the width of the road 
through changes to its current path.

THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY ETS WERE:

analysis of general situation with upgrading of road and wa-
ter drainage;

executive design of new box-structure reinforced concrete 
bridge and relative wing walls;

design of the temporary works (launch trench and retaining 
walls);

application for planning permits from Heritage authorities (land-
scape and archaeology).

Subcontractor: ETS S.r.l.
Contractor: Sveco spa 
Contracting Authority:
RFI Rete Ferroviaria Italiana - DTP Firenze 
Works designed:
Replacement of the “Falcognana” railway bridge
at km 17+497 on the Rome-Formia line
Place of realisation of the works designed: 
Falcognana (Rome)
Period of provision of the service: 
2017-2018
Value of the works designed: 
€ 2,500,000.00

Replacement of the “Falcognana” railway bridge 
at km 17+497 on the Rome-Formia line
Località Falcognana (RM) , Italy

50% Engeneering

45% Architecture

5% Geology - Geotechnics



“Falcognana” railway bridge 

Construction characteristics

Initially, the choice of the dimensions of the new box struc-
ture was derived from geometrical considerations. The first 
step was to define the angle between the axis of the road 
and the longitudinal axis of the railway track, considering 
that there was a bend in the track at that point: the angle of 
the new box-structure bridge in relation to the roadbed was 
derived from the existing axes of the road and railway.

The 2 relative cross-sections were then produced, for the 
category C1 roadbed and for the railway, in accordance with 
the “Manuale di progettazione delle Opere Civili” [“Manu-
al for the Design of Civil Engineering Works”] published by 
Rete Ferroviaria Italiana.

The height of the box-structure bridge was designed to 
meet the need for the height above the road bed required by 
category C1, of at least 5.10 m, the need to maintain a depth 
of at least 85 cm between the upper surface of the bridge 
structure and the level of the rails, and the need to move the 
existing utility systems into positions inside the box section. 
The approximate overall dimensions of the new box-struc-
ture bridge were decided on the basis of the above-men-
tioned geometrical constraints.

Photograph of road prior to works Photograph of bridge prior to works

Photograph of bridge after worksPhotograph of road after works

Design ground plan

Design cross-section



“Falcognana” railway bridge 

General survey drawing

Cross-sections and reinforcement of the new reinforced 
concrete box structure

Ground plan of upgrading of road and water drainage

Operating phases

To avoid excessive interference with the road and railway 
traffic, the new reinforced concrete box bridge was preas-
sembled, facing straight in the direction in which it would be 
driven into position, on the Rome side, just off the road. To 
enable this off-site construction followed by driving into po-
sition, a launch plinth was created below ground level, and 
this implied the construction of retaining walls to protect 
the bottom of the trench.

Interruption of road and railway traffic was limited only to 
the time to drive the new box-section bridge into its final po-
sition, further to complete demolition of the existing brick-
work structure. To allow safe demolition of the masonry 
arch, 4 retaining walls were constructed, initially to support 
the embankment during works and then to serve as wing 
walls supporting the slope. The new retaining walls were 
constructed so as not to interfere with the existing wing 
walls prior to their demolition, and to be the correct dis-
tance from the new box-structure bridge and the roadbed.

Once the new box-structure bridge had been driven into po-
sition, the slope and the railway track bed were repaired 
and the roadbed was restyled, including measures to en-
sure drainage.

...

The bridge consisted of a monolithic structure with ground 
plan dimensions of 14.90x15.50 m and a total height of 8.70 
m. It consisted of 3 main elements: the top slab, the side-
walls and the foundation, all 1.2 m thick and reinforced with 
rebars Ø 30 and stringers Ø 20.

Two teeth 0.80 cm high were installed at the base of the 
bridge, as well as the foundation, for the sole purpose of 
providing purchase for the hydraulic rams used for driving 
the bridge structure into position.



“Falcognana” railway bridge 

Structure launch ground plan

PHASE 1
- construction of retaining walls for launch trench;
- diversion of water;
- creation of launch trench;

PHASE 2
- construction of the new reinforced concrete box structure;

PHASE 3
- closure of road to traffic;
- rerouting of utilities;
- elongation of launch plinth;
- driving into place;

PHASE 4
- closure of railway to traffic;
- demolition of existing brickwork bridge;
- driving of box-structure bridge into definitive position;
- repair of roadbed and rail track bed.

Photograph of launch operation

Cross-section of driving operation
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Replacement of the “Falcognana” railway bridge

at km 17+497 on the Rome-Formia line

PROJECT DATA:

Contractor: SVECO S.p.a. 
Contracting Authority: RFI Rete Ferroviaria Italiana - DTP Firenze 

Place: Località Falcognana (RM)
Type of Project: Transport, Retail, Restyling

Award: 2017 Tender 
Period of provision of the service: 2017-2018

Status: Completed 
Area of Site: 2750 m2

Extension: 210 m2
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